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Background

Problem
● Irreproducible research
● Sources of the problem

Solutions
● Practices that improve reproducibility – Open Science
● Other benefits of Open Science best practices
● Tools that facilitate Open Science best practices

Open Science initiatives at UBC
● Excellence fund strategic initiative
● Okanagan pilot project

Discussion / Q&A

Overview
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Terminology

Computational Reproducibility:
If we took your data and code/analysis scripts and reran it, we 
can reproduce the numbers/graphs in your paper

Methods Reproducibility:
We have enough information to rerun the experiment or survey 
the way it was originally conducted

Results Reproducibility/Replicability:
We reproduce the methods (as above), collect new data, and 
get the same statistical conclusion
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Terminology

Computational Reproducibility:
If we took your data and code/analysis scripts and reran it, we 
can reproduce the numbers/graphs in your paper

Methods Reproducibility:
We have enough information to rerun the experiment or survey 
the way it was originally conducted

Results Reproducibility/Replicability:
We reproduce the methods (as above), collect new data, and 
get the same statistical conclusion

Foundational to science
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Terminology

One of many possible definitions of Open Science:

Scientific research conducted and communicated in an 
honest, accessible, and transparent way, such that 
independent researchers can reproduce the results

Background
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Foreword
In October 2017, thought-leaders from across the world gathered 
at an Open Science Leadership Forum in the Washington DC  
office of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to discuss 
what successful open science (OS) partnerships would look 
like from their various vantage points. We focused on partner-
ships – in which all participants agree to work together along OS  
principles to acheive mutually-agreed upon goals, putting 
the product of their work in the public domain – as this is an  
emerging model that aims to accelerate science and innova-
tion (Gold, 2016). Delegates from developed and developing  
nations, national governments, science agencies and funding  
bodies, philanthropy, the researcher community, patient 
organizations and the biotechnology, pharma and artificial  
intelligence (AI) industries identified the specific outcomes 
across social, economic, scientific and health spheres that would  
convince their organizations to invest in OS going forward.  
These discussions and outcomes are captured in a first meeting 
report: Defining Success in Open Science (Ali-Khan et al., 
2018). In addition, delegates’ conversation turned to the  
challenges that must be addressed and new policies required 
to effectively and sustainably advance OS practice. We  
summarize these latter considerations in this second report, 
seeking to lay-out a roadmap to guide stakeholder activities to  
develop policy, resources and practice in this area. Once again, 
we extend our sincere thanks to everyone who attended the  
Leadership Forum for their enthusiasm and contributions (full  
list of antendees in Supplementary File 1).

Context
The Leadership Forum was the first part of a step-wise  
process to develop and mobilize tools, best practices and  
other knowledge resources to assist global stakeholders in 
implementing high value OS collaborations, and build a global  
network of collaborators to advance this goal. A first key output 
of this work is a set of measures to construct a shared data  
resource upon which stakeholders can learn how OS collabo-
rations contribute to innovation and advance discovery and  
public welfare goals. Currently in co-development through an 
open and international process, this set of measures will allow 
the generation of much needed evidence on the influence of OS  
partnerships on research, innovation and critical social and  
economic goals (Ali-Khan et al., 2018). In this report, we  
describe key challenges to the implementation of OS collabo-
rations raised by delegates that need to be addressed to attain  
those goals. We summarize the discussions while noting that 
not every delegate agreed to every point or issue raised. As with 
the first report from this workshop, our goal is not to represent a  
consensus, but rather to capture the range of issues that delegates 
cited as important.

This work was inspired by the 2016 adoption of an institution-
wide OS framework at the Montreal Neurological Institute and 
its associated Tanenbaum Open Science Institute (MNI/TOSI)  
and by the ground-breaking work of the Structural Genomics  
Consortium (SGC), launched in 2004. Given this starting point, 
our project focuses on the life sciences, and on industries or  
disciplines that would benefit from access to these data. We  
anticipate that in coming years, our or other groups may extend  
this work to other scientific domains and settings.

Both reports from the Leadership Forum, as well as development 
of the OS collaboration measures and associated resources are  
funded and supported by partners with a shared interest in  
advancing OS that are described in Supplementary File 2: the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Wellcome Trust, UK  
Research and Innovation, the Centre for Intellectual Property  
Policy, and TOSI.

Introduction
Defining open science
While some commentators reject the need for a precise  
definition of OS (Fecher & Friesike, 2014), unclear or over-
broad definitions may make understanding its impact difficult  
(Patten et al., 2008) or limit its adoption (Ali-Khan et al., 2017). 
OS consists of the notion that scientific ideas, outputs, informa-
tion, reagents, tools, bio-samples and other resources ought to  
be readily available for others to access, reuse and distribute  
without undue limitations. As noted, we focus on OS partnerships 
in which all members of the partnership agree to abide by OS  
principles within the scope of a mutually-agreed upon set of work. 
OS is facilitated through open access and open data: making  
publications and data freely available. In addition, to ensure 
the easy flow of information and knowledge created among  
partners in an OS collaboration, the two leading OS projects, 
the Structural Genomics Consortium and the Montreal Neuro-
logical Institute, have eschewed restrictive intellectual property 
rights over any co-created knowledge, materials or information  
(Dolgin, 2014; Edwards et al., 2009; Poupon et al., 2017).

Given our focus on collaborations and a literature search, we  
developed a working definition of OS as follows:

 Open science (OS) comprises a set of institutional  
policies, infrastructure and relationships related to open  
access publication, open data and scientific resources, and  
lack of restrictive intellectual and other proprietary rights 
with the goal of increasing the quality and credibility of  
scientific outputs, increasing efficiency, and spurring both  
discovery and innovation.

This definition additionally accounts for the fact that, in our  
observations, most OS partnerships are led by public institu-
tions and supported by significant public and philanthropic 
investment, appropriate institutional policies, and technological  
infrastructures that facilitate data and material sharing.

Advancing open science
Areas of OS policy and practice, particularly open access and  
open data, are already relatively well-advanced in several coun-
tries and sectors through the initiatives of some governments, 
funders, philanthropy, researchers and the community – repre-
sentatives of which were present at the Leadership Forum (See 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Open Access Policy, 
the Gates Open Research, the RCUK Common Principles on  
Data Policy, the RCUK Policy on Open Access and Supporting 
Guidance, the Wellcome Trust – Open research) (Butler, 2017; 
Dai et al., 2018). Nevertheless, delegates emphasized that the 
current research and innovation system, including in the life sci-
ences, remains weighted against OS – business models, research 
culture and academic research incentives are generally ill-suited 
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Abstract
Areas of open science (OS) policy and practice are already relatively
well-advanced in several countries and sectors through the initiatives of some
governments, funders, philanthropy, researchers and the community.
Nevertheless, the current research and innovation system, including in the
focus of this report, the life sciences, remains weighted against OS.
In October 2017, thought-leaders from across the world gathered at an Open
Science Leadership Forum in the Washington DC office of the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation to share their views on what successful OS looks like. We
focused on OS partnerships as this is an emerging model that aims to
accelerate science and innovation. These outcomes are captured in a first
meeting report: Defining Success in Open Science.
On several occasions, these conversations turned to the challenges that must
be addressed and new policies required to effectively and sustainably advance
OS practice. Thereupon, in this report, we describe the concerns raised and
what is needed to address them supplemented by our review of the literature,
and suggest the stakeholder groups that may be best placed to begin to take
action. It emerges that to be successful, OS will require the active engagement
of all stakeholders: while the research community must develop research
questions, identify partners and networks, policy communities need to create
an environment that is supportive of experimentation by removing barriers.
This report aims to contribute to ongoing discussions about OS and its
implementation. It is also part of a step-wise process to develop and mobilize a
toolkit of quantitative and qualitative indicators to assist global stakeholders in
implementing high value OS collaborations. Currently in co-development
through an open and international process, this set of measures will allow the
generation of needed evidence on the influence of OS partnerships on
research, innovation, and critical social and economic goals.
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Hypothetico-Deductive Model of the Scientific Method

Background

Note distinction between Confirmatory studies vs Exploratory studies
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● Innovative ideas

● Rigorous, reproducible 

science

● Accumulation of 

knowledge

We all strive for:

Reference: http://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-016-0021#f1

Hypothetico-Deductive Model of the Scientific Method

Background
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Questionable methods infiltrate the research 
workflow at various stages (typically unwittingly!), 

ultimately yielding irreproducible research. 

The problem
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Science is broken?
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https://theweek.com/articles/618141/big-science-broken

Science is broken?
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� 100 studies published in 3 
psychology journals

� Used high-powered designs and 
original materials

� 36% of studies were able to be 
reproduced

Reproducibility is not the norm

Problem

(2015)
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Reproducibility is not the norm

Problem
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Sources of the problem

Sources of problem
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Lack of replication

Analytical flexibility

Sources of problem

Sources of the problem
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Positive Results 
by Discipline

Fanelli D (2010) “Positive” Results Increase Down the 
Hierarchy of the Sciences.

PLOS ONE 5(4): e10068. CC-BY
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0010068

Publication bias: positive results

Sources of problem

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0010068
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Publication bias: file drawer
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Publication bias: file drawer
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Natural selection of bad science

Sources of problem
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Average statistical power from 44 reviews of papers published in journals in the social and 
behavioural sciences between 1960 and 2011. Data are power to detect small effect sizes (d=0.2), 
assuming a false-positive rate of α=0.05, and indicate both very low power (mean=0.24) but also no 
increase over time (R2=0.00097).

Sources of problem

Low power
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Low power

N = 49 studies
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Low power

N = 49 studies
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Low power

N = 49 studies

Low power studies are prone 
to inflated effect sizes (even if 
no true effect is present)!
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Type “M” error:

Quantifies the proportion by which the critical value 
must exceed the effect size in order to achieve 
statistical significance
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Ecological experiments on climate 
change typically have very low 
power.
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Ecological experiments on climate 
change typically have very low 
power.

Type “M” error rates:

Warming/biomass: 3.29 +/- 0.23
BEF: 1.42 +/- 0.08
Drought: 0.66 +/- 0.1
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All data processing and analytical choices made after
seeing and interacting with your data

Results become data dependent, and no longer 
adhere to the original hypothesis testing model

Sources of problem

Researcher degrees of freedom

Simmons et al. 2011. Psychological Science 22:1359-1356
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Researcher degrees of freedom

• Should more data be collected?

• Should I exclude this ”outlier”? Is it an ”outlier”?

• These extra variables I measured, should they be used?

• This analysis seems to behave better than the other…

• Which variable should I use as my main dependent variable?

• How should I treat this covariate?

Sources of problem
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Researcher degrees of freedom

Often feel very reasonable and logical in the moment, but…

Inflates false-positive rates and P-values become uninformative
Sources of problem

• Should more data be collected?

• Should I exclude this ”outlier”? Is it an ”outlier”?

• These extra variables I measured, should they be used?

• This analysis seems to behave better than the other…

• Which variable should I use as my main dependent variable?

• How should I treat this covariate?
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False-Positive Psychology 1361

pay. The researcher can test whether the manipulation affected 
liking, whether the manipulation affected willingness to pay, 
and whether the manipulation affected a combination of these 
two variables. The likelihood that one of these tests produces 
a significant result is at least somewhat higher than .05. We 
conducted 15,000 simulations of this scenario (and other sce-
narios) to estimate the size of “somewhat.”2

We report the results of our simulations in Table 1. The  
first row shows that flexibility in analyzing two dependent 
variables (correlated at r = .50) nearly doubles the probability 
of obtaining a false-positive finding.3

The second row of Table 1 shows the results of a researcher 
who collects 20 observations per condition and then tests for 
significance. If the result is significant, the researcher stops 
collecting data and reports the result. If the result is nonsignifi-
cant, the researcher collects 10 additional observations per 
condition, and then again tests for significance. This seem-
ingly small degree of freedom increases the false-positive rate 
by approximately 50%.

The third row of Table 1 shows the effect of flexibility in 
controlling for gender or for an interaction between gender 
and the independent variable.4 Such flexibility leads to a false-
positive rate of 11.7%. The fourth row of Table 1 shows that 
running three conditions (e.g., low, medium, high) and report-
ing the results for any two or all three (e.g., low vs. medium, 
low vs. high, medium vs. high, low vs. medium vs. high) gen-
erates a false-positive rate of 12.6%.

The bottom three rows of Table 1 show results for combi-
nations of the situations described in the top four rows, with 
the bottom row reporting the false-positive rate if the 
researcher uses all of these degrees of freedom, a practice 
that would lead to a stunning 61% false-positive rate! A 
researcher is more likely than not to falsely detect a signifi-
cant effect by just using these four common researcher 
degrees of freedom.

As high as these estimates are, they may actually be conser-
vative. We did not consider many other degrees of freedom 
that researchers commonly use, including testing and choos-
ing among more than two dependent variables (and the various 
ways to combine them), testing and choosing among more 
than one covariate (and the various ways to combine them), 
excluding subsets of participants or trials, flexibility in decid-
ing whether early data were part of a pilot study or part of the 
experiment proper, and so on.

A closer look at flexibility in sample size
Researchers often decide when to stop data collection on the 
basis of interim data analysis. Notably, a recent survey of 
behavioral scientists found that approximately 70% admitted 
to having done so (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2011). In 
conversations with colleagues, we have learned that many 
believe this practice exerts no more than a trivial influence on 
false-positive rates.

Table 1. Likelihood of Obtaining a False-Positive Result

Significance level

Researcher degrees of freedom p < .1 p < .05 p < .01

Situation A: two dependent variables (r = .50) 17.8% 9.5% 2.2%
Situation B: addition of 10 more observations 

per cell
14.5% 7.7% 1.6%

Situation C: controlling for gender or interaction 
of gender with treatment

21.6% 11.7% 2.7%

Situation D: dropping (or not dropping) one of 
three conditions

23.2% 12.6% 2.8%

Combine Situations A and B 26.0% 14.4% 3.3%
Combine Situations A, B, and C 50.9% 30.9% 8.4%
Combine Situations A, B, C, and D 81.5% 60.7% 21.5%

Note: The table reports the percentage of 15,000 simulated samples in which at least one of a 
set of analyses was significant. Observations were drawn independently from a normal distribu-
tion. Baseline is a two-condition design with 20 observations per cell. Results for Situation A were 
obtained by conducting three t tests, one on each of two dependent variables and a third on the 
average of these two variables. Results for Situation B were obtained by conducting one t test after 
collecting 20 observations per cell and another after collecting an additional 10 observations per 
cell. Results for Situation C were obtained by conducting a t test, an analysis of covariance with a 
gender main effect, and an analysis of covariance with a gender interaction (each observation was 
assigned a 50% probability of being female). We report a significant effect if the effect of condition 
was significant in any of these analyses or if the Gender × Condition interaction was significant. 
Results for Situation D were obtained by conducting t tests for each of the three possible pairings 
of conditions and an ordinary least squares regression for the linear trend of all three conditions 
(coding: low =  –1, medium = 0, high = 1).
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Our job as scientists is to discover truths about the world. We 
generate hypotheses, collect data, and examine whether or not 
the data are consistent with those hypotheses. Although we 
aspire to always be accurate, errors are inevitable.

Perhaps the most costly error is a false positive, the incor-
rect rejection of a null hypothesis. First, once they appear in 
the literature, false positives are particularly persistent. 
Because null results have many possible causes, failures to 
replicate previous findings are never conclusive. Furthermore, 
because it is uncommon for prestigious journals to publish null 
findings or exact replications, researchers have little incentive 
to even attempt them. Second, false positives waste resources: 
They inspire investment in fruitless research programs and can 
lead to ineffective policy changes. Finally, a field known for 
publishing false positives risks losing its credibility.

In this article, we show that despite the nominal endorse-
ment of a maximum false-positive rate of 5% (i.e., p ≤ .05), 
current standards for disclosing details of data collection and 
analyses make false positives vastly more likely. In fact, it is 
unacceptably easy to publish “statistically significant” evi-
dence consistent with any hypothesis.

The culprit is a construct we refer to as researcher degrees 
of freedom. In the course of collecting and analyzing data, 
researchers have many decisions to make: Should more data 
be collected? Should some observations be excluded? Which 
conditions should be combined and which ones compared? 

Which control variables should be considered? Should spe-
cific measures be combined or transformed or both?

It is rare, and sometimes impractical, for researchers to 
make all these decisions beforehand. Rather, it is common 
(and accepted practice) for researchers to explore various ana-
lytic alternatives, to search for a combination that yields “sta-
tistical significance,” and to then report only what “worked.” 
The problem, of course, is that the likelihood of at least one (of 
many) analyses producing a falsely positive finding at the 5% 
level is necessarily greater than 5%.

This exploratory behavior is not the by-product of mali-
cious intent, but rather the result of two factors: (a) ambiguity 
in how best to make these decisions and (b) the researcher’s 
desire to find a statistically significant result. A large literature 
documents that people are self-serving in their interpretation 
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Abstract
In this article, we accomplish two things. First, we show that despite empirical psychologists’ nominal endorsement of a low rate 
of false-positive findings (≤ .05), flexibility in data collection, analysis, and reporting dramatically increases actual false-positive 
rates. In many cases, a researcher is more likely to falsely find evidence that an effect exists than to correctly find evidence 
that it does not.  We present computer simulations and a pair of actual experiments that demonstrate how unacceptably easy 
it is to accumulate (and report) statistically significant evidence for a false hypothesis. Second, we suggest a simple, low-cost, 
and straightforwardly effective disclosure-based solution to this problem.  The solution involves six concrete requirements for 
authors and four guidelines for reviewers, all of which impose a minimal burden on the publication process.
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Our job as scientists is to discover truths about the world. We 
generate hypotheses, collect data, and examine whether or not 
the data are consistent with those hypotheses. Although we 
aspire to always be accurate, errors are inevitable.

Perhaps the most costly error is a false positive, the incor-
rect rejection of a null hypothesis. First, once they appear in 
the literature, false positives are particularly persistent. 
Because null results have many possible causes, failures to 
replicate previous findings are never conclusive. Furthermore, 
because it is uncommon for prestigious journals to publish null 
findings or exact replications, researchers have little incentive 
to even attempt them. Second, false positives waste resources: 
They inspire investment in fruitless research programs and can 
lead to ineffective policy changes. Finally, a field known for 
publishing false positives risks losing its credibility.

In this article, we show that despite the nominal endorse-
ment of a maximum false-positive rate of 5% (i.e., p ≤ .05), 
current standards for disclosing details of data collection and 
analyses make false positives vastly more likely. In fact, it is 
unacceptably easy to publish “statistically significant” evi-
dence consistent with any hypothesis.

The culprit is a construct we refer to as researcher degrees 
of freedom. In the course of collecting and analyzing data, 
researchers have many decisions to make: Should more data 
be collected? Should some observations be excluded? Which 
conditions should be combined and which ones compared? 

Which control variables should be considered? Should spe-
cific measures be combined or transformed or both?

It is rare, and sometimes impractical, for researchers to 
make all these decisions beforehand. Rather, it is common 
(and accepted practice) for researchers to explore various ana-
lytic alternatives, to search for a combination that yields “sta-
tistical significance,” and to then report only what “worked.” 
The problem, of course, is that the likelihood of at least one (of 
many) analyses producing a falsely positive finding at the 5% 
level is necessarily greater than 5%.

This exploratory behavior is not the by-product of mali-
cious intent, but rather the result of two factors: (a) ambiguity 
in how best to make these decisions and (b) the researcher’s 
desire to find a statistically significant result. A large literature 
documents that people are self-serving in their interpretation 
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Our job as scientists is to discover truths about the world. We 
generate hypotheses, collect data, and examine whether or not 
the data are consistent with those hypotheses. Although we 
aspire to always be accurate, errors are inevitable.
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the literature, false positives are particularly persistent. 
Because null results have many possible causes, failures to 
replicate previous findings are never conclusive. Furthermore, 
because it is uncommon for prestigious journals to publish null 
findings or exact replications, researchers have little incentive 
to even attempt them. Second, false positives waste resources: 
They inspire investment in fruitless research programs and can 
lead to ineffective policy changes. Finally, a field known for 
publishing false positives risks losing its credibility.

In this article, we show that despite the nominal endorse-
ment of a maximum false-positive rate of 5% (i.e., p ≤ .05), 
current standards for disclosing details of data collection and 
analyses make false positives vastly more likely. In fact, it is 
unacceptably easy to publish “statistically significant” evi-
dence consistent with any hypothesis.

The culprit is a construct we refer to as researcher degrees 
of freedom. In the course of collecting and analyzing data, 
researchers have many decisions to make: Should more data 
be collected? Should some observations be excluded? Which 
conditions should be combined and which ones compared? 

Which control variables should be considered? Should spe-
cific measures be combined or transformed or both?

It is rare, and sometimes impractical, for researchers to 
make all these decisions beforehand. Rather, it is common 
(and accepted practice) for researchers to explore various ana-
lytic alternatives, to search for a combination that yields “sta-
tistical significance,” and to then report only what “worked.” 
The problem, of course, is that the likelihood of at least one (of 
many) analyses producing a falsely positive finding at the 5% 
level is necessarily greater than 5%.

This exploratory behavior is not the by-product of mali-
cious intent, but rather the result of two factors: (a) ambiguity 
in how best to make these decisions and (b) the researcher’s 
desire to find a statistically significant result. A large literature 
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Our job as scientists is to discover truths about the world. We 
generate hypotheses, collect data, and examine whether or not 
the data are consistent with those hypotheses. Although we 
aspire to always be accurate, errors are inevitable.

Perhaps the most costly error is a false positive, the incor-
rect rejection of a null hypothesis. First, once they appear in 
the literature, false positives are particularly persistent. 
Because null results have many possible causes, failures to 
replicate previous findings are never conclusive. Furthermore, 
because it is uncommon for prestigious journals to publish null 
findings or exact replications, researchers have little incentive 
to even attempt them. Second, false positives waste resources: 
They inspire investment in fruitless research programs and can 
lead to ineffective policy changes. Finally, a field known for 
publishing false positives risks losing its credibility.

In this article, we show that despite the nominal endorse-
ment of a maximum false-positive rate of 5% (i.e., p ≤ .05), 
current standards for disclosing details of data collection and 
analyses make false positives vastly more likely. In fact, it is 
unacceptably easy to publish “statistically significant” evi-
dence consistent with any hypothesis.

The culprit is a construct we refer to as researcher degrees 
of freedom. In the course of collecting and analyzing data, 
researchers have many decisions to make: Should more data 
be collected? Should some observations be excluded? Which 
conditions should be combined and which ones compared? 

Which control variables should be considered? Should spe-
cific measures be combined or transformed or both?

It is rare, and sometimes impractical, for researchers to 
make all these decisions beforehand. Rather, it is common 
(and accepted practice) for researchers to explore various ana-
lytic alternatives, to search for a combination that yields “sta-
tistical significance,” and to then report only what “worked.” 
The problem, of course, is that the likelihood of at least one (of 
many) analyses producing a falsely positive finding at the 5% 
level is necessarily greater than 5%.

This exploratory behavior is not the by-product of mali-
cious intent, but rather the result of two factors: (a) ambiguity 
in how best to make these decisions and (b) the researcher’s 
desire to find a statistically significant result. A large literature 
documents that people are self-serving in their interpretation 
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Sampling variability is larger with small sample sizes, and many 
decisions made in analyzing the data will have proportionately 
larger effects when sample sizes are smaller. In other words, 
using researcher DFs to obtain statistically significant results is 
typically more effective with smaller samples 
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The designing, collecting, analyzing, and reporting of psychological studies entail many
choices that are often arbitrary. The opportunistic use of these so-called researcher
degrees of freedom aimed at obtaining statistically significant results is problematic
because it enhances the chances of false positive results and may inflate effect size
estimates. In this review article, we present an extensive list of 34 degrees of freedom
that researchers have in formulating hypotheses, and in designing, running, analyzing,
and reporting of psychological research. The list can be used in research methods
education, and as a checklist to assess the quality of preregistrations and to determine
the potential for bias due to (arbitrary) choices in unregistered studies.
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From the inception of the first study idea to the final publication, psychological studies involve
numerous choices that are often arbitrary from a substantive or methodological point of view.
These choices could a�ect the outcome of significance tests applied to the data, and hence the
conclusions drawn from the research. These choices are also called researcher degrees freedom
(Simmons et al., 2011) in formulating hypotheses, and designing, running, analyzing, and reporting
of psychological studies, and they have received considerable recent interest for two main reasons.
First, researchers’ opportunistic use of them greatly increases the chances of finding a false positive
result (Ioannidis, 2005; Simmons et al., 2011; DeCoster et al., 2015), or a Type I error in the
language of Neyman–Pearson’s variant of null hypothesis testing (NHST). Second, their strategic
use in research may inflate e�ect sizes (Ioannidis, 2008; Bakker et al., 2012; Simonsohn et al., 2014;
van Aert et al., 2016). Hence, researcher degrees of freedom play a central role in the creation of
(published) research findings that are both hard to reproduce in a reanalysis of the same data and
di�cult to replicate in independent samples (Asendorpf et al., 2013).

Among many potential solutions to counter inflated e�ects and elevated chances of finding false
positive results caused by researcher degrees of freedom, one solution has received most attention:
preregistration (de Groot, 1956/2014; Wagenmakers et al., 2012; Chambers, 2013). Preregistration
requires the researcher to stipulate in advance the research hypothesis, data collection plan, specific
analyses, and what will be reported in the paper. Although “planned research” more accurately
describes this preregistered research, we will employ the commonly used term “confirmatory
research” to describe it. An increasing number of journals now support preregistration for
confirmatory research (e.g., Eich, 2014). In addition, over two dozen journals now use a format of
registered reports (Chambers, 2013) in which the registrations themselves are subject to peer review
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choices that are often arbitrary. The opportunistic use of these so-called researcher
degrees of freedom aimed at obtaining statistically significant results is problematic
because it enhances the chances of false positive results and may inflate effect size
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From the inception of the first study idea to the final publication, psychological studies involve
numerous choices that are often arbitrary from a substantive or methodological point of view.
These choices could a�ect the outcome of significance tests applied to the data, and hence the
conclusions drawn from the research. These choices are also called researcher degrees freedom
(Simmons et al., 2011) in formulating hypotheses, and designing, running, analyzing, and reporting
of psychological studies, and they have received considerable recent interest for two main reasons.
First, researchers’ opportunistic use of them greatly increases the chances of finding a false positive
result (Ioannidis, 2005; Simmons et al., 2011; DeCoster et al., 2015), or a Type I error in the
language of Neyman–Pearson’s variant of null hypothesis testing (NHST). Second, their strategic
use in research may inflate e�ect sizes (Ioannidis, 2008; Bakker et al., 2012; Simonsohn et al., 2014;
van Aert et al., 2016). Hence, researcher degrees of freedom play a central role in the creation of
(published) research findings that are both hard to reproduce in a reanalysis of the same data and
di�cult to replicate in independent samples (Asendorpf et al., 2013).

Among many potential solutions to counter inflated e�ects and elevated chances of finding false
positive results caused by researcher degrees of freedom, one solution has received most attention:
preregistration (de Groot, 1956/2014; Wagenmakers et al., 2012; Chambers, 2013). Preregistration
requires the researcher to stipulate in advance the research hypothesis, data collection plan, specific
analyses, and what will be reported in the paper. Although “planned research” more accurately
describes this preregistered research, we will employ the commonly used term “confirmatory
research” to describe it. An increasing number of journals now support preregistration for
confirmatory research (e.g., Eich, 2014). In addition, over two dozen journals now use a format of
registered reports (Chambers, 2013) in which the registrations themselves are subject to peer review
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N = 149 randomly selected articles

Sources of problem

Inaccessible data
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Among the 104 articles with empirical data in which 
protocols or data sharing would be pertinent, 19 (18.3% 
[11.6% to 27.3%]) discussed publicly available data; only one 
(1.0% [0.1% to 6.0%]) included a link to a full study protocol.

Sources of problem

N = 149 randomly selected articles

Inaccessible data
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Analytical flexibility

Sources of problem
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A solution:
practice

Open Science

Solutions to problem
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Vast majority of the scientific workflow is obscured*

As a result:
● Hard to reproduce others’ work
● Hard to reproduce our own work!
● Difficult to accumulate unpublished knowledge, or to 
use published results for additional analyses (e.g. meta-
analyses)

* Some scientific disciplines (e.g. physics) better than others

The workflow is key

Solutions to problem
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Typical workflow

Solutions to problem
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Ideal workflow

Registered 
Reports

Stage 1
Pre-registration & 
Peer Review
“Registered report”

Stage 2
Peer Review

Solutions to problem
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Ideal workflow

Registered 
Reports

Stage 2
Peer Review Decreases researcher d.f.

Holds you accountable to 
yourself and others

Solutions to problem

Stage 1
Pre-registration & 
Peer Review
“Registered report”
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Ideal workflow

Registered 
Reports

Stage 2
Peer Review Decreases researcher d.f.

Holds you accountable to 
yourself and others

If registration made public:
Helps replication attempts
Decreases the file drawer effect

Solutions to problem

Stage 1
Pre-registration & 
Peer Review
“Registered report”
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Ideal workflow

Registered 
Reports

Stage 2
Peer Review Decreases researcher d.f.

Holds you accountable to 
yourself and others

If registration made public:
Helps replication attempts
Decreases the file drawer effect

207 journals have 
some form of RR 

adoption!

Solutions to problem

Stage 1
Pre-registration & 
Peer Review
“Registered report”
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See here for list of current journals offering 
some form of registered report

Solutions to problem

Ideal workflow

https://cos.io/rr/?_ga=2.71741843.1694404575.1568737833-1663022130.1562277221
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Example registered reports

Solutions to problem
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Reproducibility project: Cancer Biology

Estimating the reproducibility of psychological science

All contributing studies include registered reports. 

Example registered reports

Solutions to problem

https://elifesciences.org/collections/9b1e83d1/reproducibility-project-cancer-biology
https://osf.io/ezcuj/wiki/home/
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Reality check

Solutions to problem
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Ideal workflow
Stage 2
Peer Review

Many of us 
aren’t ready 

for this!!

Solutions to problem

Stage 1
Pre-registration & 
Peer Review
“Registered report”
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Open science lite

Solutions to problem
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Central to most definitions of open science:

● Research workflow is transparent, open, and thoroughly 
documented from the start

● Annotated scripts are shared
● The data themselves are open*

* This is not strictly necessary to ensure reproducibility

Open science lite

Solutions to problem
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Central to most definitions of open science:

● Research workflow is transparent, open, and thoroughly 
documented from the start

● Annotated scripts are shared
● The data themselves are shared

On their own, these features go a long way towards ensuring 
reproducibility of research.

Open science lite

Solutions to problem
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Central to most definitions of open science:

● Research workflow is transparent, open, and thoroughly 
documented from the start

● Annotated scripts are shared
● The data themselves are shared or at least accessible

On their own, these features go a long way towards ensuring 
reproducibility of research.

Even better:

- Pre-register study (different from full registered report)

Open science lite

Solutions to problem
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Documenting your research plan in a read-only public 
repository before you conduct the study

At a minimum, a pre-registration should include the “what” 
of a study:

● Research question
● Target population and sample size based on power 
analyses or, better, estimates of Type M error
● General design
● Variables to be measured / dataset you’ll be using

Pre-registration

Solutions to problem
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Workflow for the masses

Pre-registration

Solutions to problem
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Helps reduce publication bias, specifically the “file drawer 
effect”, by increasing discoverability of unpublished studies.

Helps you as a researcher plan ahead more carefully, and 
fosters greater awareness of pitfalls associated with 
researcher degrees of freedom.

Focuses attention on effect sizes and reducing type M errors

Pre-registration

Solutions to problem
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Workflow for the masses

- How ideas evolved
- Fully documented with 
version control
- Scripts available and 
annotated
- Data management plan
- Well organized

Will you remember 
what you did 2 years 
later, and why?

Solutions to problem

Pre-registration
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Science is improving
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But still lots of work to do…
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Why embrace 
Open Science?

Benefits of Open Science
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POINT OF VIEW

How open science helps
researchers succeed
AbstractOpen access, open data, open source and other open scholarship practices are growing in
popularity and necessity. However, widespread adoption of these practices has not yet been
achieved. One reason is that researchers are uncertain about how sharing their work will affect their
careers. We review literature demonstrating that open research is associated with increases in
citations, media attention, potential collaborators, job opportunities and funding opportunities.
These findings are evidence that open research practices bring significant benefits to researchers
relative to more traditional closed practices.
DOI: 10.7554/eLife.16800.001

ERIN C MCKIERNAN*, PHILIP E BOURNE, C TITUS BROWN, STUART BUCK,
AMYE KENALL, JENNIFER LIN, DAMON MCDOUGALL, BRIAN A NOSEK,
KARTHIK RAM, COURTNEY K SODERBERG, JEFFREY R SPIES, KAITLIN THANEY,
ANDREW UPDEGROVE, KARA H WOO AND TAL YARKONI

Introduction
Recognition and adoption of open research
practices is growing, including new policies that
increase public access to the academic literature
(open access; Björk et al., 2014; Swan et al.,

2015) and encourage sharing of data (open
data; Heimstädt et al., 2014; Michener, 2015;
Stodden et al., 2013), and code (open
source; Stodden et al., 2013; Shamir et al.,

2013). Such policies are often motivated by ethi-
cal, moral or utilitarian arguments (Suber, 2012;
Willinsky, 2006), such as the right of taxpayers
to access literature arising from publicly-funded
research (Suber, 2003), or the importance of
public software and data deposition for repro-
ducibility (Poline et al., 2012; Stodden, 2011;
Ince et al., 2012). Meritorious as such argu-
ments may be, however, they do not address
the practical barriers involved in changing
researchers’ behavior, such as the common per-
ception that open practices could present a risk
to career advancement. In the present article,
we address such concerns and suggest that the
benefits of open practices outweigh the poten-
tial costs.

We take a researcher-centric approach in out-
lining the benefits of open research practices.
Researchers can use open practices to their

advantage to gain more citations, media atten-
tion, potential collaborators, job opportunities
and funding opportunities. We address common
myths about open research, such as concerns
about the rigor of peer review at open access
journals, risks to funding and career advance-
ment, and forfeiture of author rights. We recog-
nize the current pressures on researchers, and
offer advice on how to practice open science
within the existing framework of academic evalu-
ations and incentives. We discuss these issues
with regard to four areas – publishing, funding,
resource management and sharing, and career
advancement – and conclude with a discussion
of open questions.

Publishing

Open publications get more citations
There is evidence that publishing openly is asso-
ciated with higher citation rates (Hitch-
cock, 2016). For example, Eysenbach reported
that articles published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) under
their open access (OA) option were twice as
likely to be cited within 4–10 months and nearly
three times as likely to be cited 10–16 months
after publication than non-OA articles published
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Improves Efficiency

● Saves time and $$
● Re-use methods / code
● Avoids duplication while enabling replication
● Facilitates meta-analyses
● Promotes accurate discovery

Benefits of adopting Open Science

Benefits of Open Science
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● Funding agencies (e.g. Tri-Council) are increasingly 
demanding aspects of OS (e.g. open data, open access)

● OS practices are increasingly being favoured at academic 
institutions

● Many aspects of OS will eventually be required

Benefits of adopting Open Science

Benefits of Open Science
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“Canada needs a roadmap for open science, with a plan 
that moves beyond an incremental approach drawing on 
existing resources. In the coming year, my office will be 
working with senior leadership from federal science-based 
departments and agencies, in coordination with the federal 
granting agencies, to create a roadmap by July 2019. The 
aim is to make the results of federally funded research 
open and to help Canadian researchers keep pace with the 
global open science movement.” – March 2019

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_97756.html#4

Annual report

Mona Nemer, Chief Science Advisor

Benefits of Open Science

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/vwapj/OCSA_AnnualReport_2018.pdf/$file/OCSA_AnnualReport_2018.pdf
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Tools that can help
● Open Science Framework (https://osf.io)
● Scripting (e.g. using R instead of Excel!  R Markdown)
● Git / Github (see lesson here)
● Data management plan tools e.g. here

Tools that facilitate Open Science

https://eliademy.com/catalog/oer/module-5-open-research-software-and-open-source.html
https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
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R / R Markdown
Open Science Framework

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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https://people.ok.ubc.ca/jpither/modules/biol202_home.html
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Learn with 
simulated data!

Solutions to problem
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A web app to 
support:

Collaboration
Documentation

Archiving

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Automatic file 
versioning

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Persistent citable 
identifiers

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Registrations

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Analytics

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Connects 
services 
researchers 
use

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Preprint 
services 
enhance 
research 
visibility

Tools that facilitate Open Science
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Open Science 
@

UBC Open Science initiatives
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Excellence fund strategic initiative:

UBC Open Science initiatives
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● Funded by UBC Excellence Fund: strategic initiative

● Promoting best practices in OS throughout UBC community

● Library and Advanced Research Computing developing sustainable 

infrastructure and expertise to support Open Science and OSF

● Establishment of OSF Institutions for UBC (coming soon!)

● Providing regular workshops, seminars, outreach at both campuses

● Developing instructional material for credit - BIOLOGY

● Engaging with Faculty Association and administration to encourage 

collaborative policy development

● openscience.ubc.ca

UBC-wide initiatives

UBC Open Science initiatives
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Pilot project underway
Integrating best practices in Open Science into the Biology undergraduate 
program.  Starting with small steps...

● Developing and deploying introductory instructional material regarding 
OS (currently in 1st year BIOL)

● Uploading / archiving digital photos of lab book notes to Canvas
● Teaching R Markdown in 2nd year core Biostats course (BIOL202)
● Encouraging use of Markdown for upper-year lab assignments
● Encouraging instructors to reward transparency and honesty

Longer-term goal

● Accreditation for undergrads and grads

At UBC’s Okanagan campus

UBC Open Science initiatives
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• Dr. Eric Eich (Vice-Provost and AVP Academic Affairs)

• Heather Berringer (Chief Librarian, Okanagan campus)

• Sharon Hanna (UBCO librarian helping with OS initiatives)

• Centre for Open Science (https://osf.io)

• Wade Klaver (UBC ARC)

• Carmen Chelick and Brian Muselle (MSc Biology students)

• Department of Biology (Okanagan campus)

• Steve Cundy and UBC’s Advanced Research Computing team

• UBC Excellence Fund
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Discussion points:

• Early career researchers

• Promotion & Tenure

• How to effect change

• Lab practices

• Exploratory vs confirmatory data analysis

• Open Access publications

• eLife interactive articles
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Soccer study
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Publication bias: file drawer

Sources of problem
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Accessibility

Open Access: publications in peer-reviewed journals are freely accessible to the 
general public

Open Data: data and codes of scholarly publications freely accessible

Open Materials: having the methodologies of scholarly publications freely accessible

Open Source (software): program's source code is freely available to the public


